“Always in fashion from spotting supermodels to
giving interiors the dramatic edge, this British
designer has the eye” Belle Magazine
Looking at Fiona’s CV, her rock’n’roll
aesthetic is no surprise. In her
previous incarnation, she was one
of the most respected names in
the modelling industry. Famed
for discovering international
supermodels such as Erin O Connar,
Karen Elson and Alek Wek. Harpers
Bazaar’ described Ellis as a ‘Bonafide expert on beauty’ and now Ellis
has turned her passion for beauty in
the direction of design & interiors.

GO ON,
BE BRAVE
Fiona Ellis and Scott Hendrie, designer and artist, are the two creatives
behind Brave Boutique. Working together for the last 3 years, the concept
for Brave Boutique grew organically from an inherent desire to make
beautiful and unique pieces of art and furnishings for the home.

Brave Boutique is an expression
of the couple’s love of natural
form, colour & texture. The Brave
Collection is a fusion of classic
design with a bold contemporary
twist - the pair are dedicated
to using British artisans and
craftsmanship to create pieces of
the highest quality.
Fiona offers a bespoke intimate
consultation at her home and
showroom in Berkshire, where
she will guide you through her
handpicked collection of luxury
fabrics and wallpapers from the
industries finest.
Delve into her trove of sumptuous
velvets, majestic satin stripes, exotic
embossed leathers and faux skins
with rich textures of crocodile, snake,
lizard & leopard prints. Inspired by
colour and a sense of playfulness…
a flash of fluro, metallic sheens
and vibrant bright tones can add a
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Alongside Fiona is Brave Boutique’s
artist & designer, Scott Hendrie. He
is an accomplished and passionate
artist, and a much-travelled observer
of people, animals, cultures and the
vagaries of life, his journeys greatly
influencing his imaginative and
experimental designs.

perfect punch to your
design project!
Leaf through Fiona’s eclectic mix of
wall coverings; from Traditional to
Contemporary, Bold and Theatrical
to Subtle & Simplistic. Bejeweled
serpents and sultry croc prints are
Fiona’s penchant and her profound
love of textures and colour creates a
wholly tactile experience to awaken
your décor.
On display you can see Fiona’s’
confidence with design and her
depth of understanding of how
materials work together. Her
masterful experimentation of
unconventional uses of fabrics on
walls and wallpapers on ceilings
combine to create a unique mood
and ambiance that is solely
Brave Boutique.

For more information visit:
www.brave boutique.co.uk

